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Executive Summary
Mission Statement

“Good is the enemy of great”
Mechanical Advantage helps prepare students in Littleton and the surrounding communities to pursue
careers in science and technology by forging partnerships of mutual respect with mentors, parents,
sponsors, and our community. We focus on collaborative learning within the team and with our larger
community to build confidence and skills in teamwork, leadership, accountability, and communication as
well as technical and non-technical work skills using the real-world engineering projects of FIRST. We
strive to adhere to our team motto “Good is the Enemy of Great,” making sure to not settle for anything
less than our best.

Team Establishment: May 2017
What is FIRST Lego League?
FIRST LEGO League* teams research a realworld problem such as food safety, recycling,
energy, etc., and are challenged to develop a
solution. They also must design, build, program
a robot using LEGO MINDSTORMS®, then
compete on a table-top playing field.

It all adds up to tons of fun while they learn to apply science, technology, engineering, and math concepts
(STEM), plus a big dose of imagination, to solve a problem. Along their journey, they develop critical
thinking and team-building skills, basic STEM applications, and even presentation skills, as they must
present their solutions with a dash of creativity to judges. They also practice the Program’s Core Values,
which emphasize discovery, teamwork and good sportsmanship.

Littleton FLL Team Location
Our FLL teams are located in Littleton, MA, and are governed by our nonprofit organization, Littleton STEM Educational Foundation. We established
our team headquarters this year at the Patriot Beverages campus in
Littleton. Our workspace is a 4,200-square foot
office building. The FLL teams will work out of
the robot assembly room during their season.
Each team will have a large work station with
their own field. This space was donated to us
by our team’s top sponsor, Patriot Beverages.
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Littleton FLL Team Sponsors
In addition to Patriot Beverages, our FLL program is sponsored by the Littleton Middle School PTA as
well as Littleton Middle School. The seed money that was used to originally start the teams was donated
by our FRC team. A full list of our team sponsors can be found in the Team Sponsors section.

Team Impact/Outreach – FIRST Lego League
FRC Team 6328 has expanded our FLL outreach program this past season. We have done this in 5
ways:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Starting, funding, and/coaching mentoring the Littleton FLL teams
Helping start other FLL teams
Merging FRC outreach with the Littleton FLL teams
Creating and running FLL events
Developing our FLL-to-FRC transition program

Our FRC team started the Littleton FLL program last May with a summer training program. We created 4
summer teams and tasked them with building a robot to play the 2016 game, Animal Allies. We also
incorporated hands-on lessons about the water cycle to prepare them for the 2017 game,
Hydrodynamics. We met once a week from June-August and ended the summer program by attending
Boston’s Greenfest, where our FLL teams demoed their robots for thousands of attendees and ran a DIY
water filter building station. We then transitioned into the Hydrodynamics season with 3 competing teams
and 15 students total. The teams met 2-3 times per week, and our FRC student members were in
attendance at every meeting and competition to mentor. Our students volunteered over 400 man hours to
mentoring FLL this season! We also developed our FLL-to-FRC transition program to assist students with
making the jump from FLL to FRC. Although the transition program is only in its first year, it has been
extremely successful. We have had students from both Littleton and Bolton FLL join our FRC team for the
2018 season.
In addition to creating our FLL program, we have also been helping 4 organizations start their own FLL
programs, including C.Y.S.T.E.M and the Panineeya Mahavidyalaya Public School in Hyderabad, India.
We created a “How to Start an FLL Program” guide that has helped simplify the process for these
organizations, as well as helped them understand what is needed for team sustainability.
We have also created several FLL events. We hosted a Practice Interviews Day for local FLL teams to
prepare for the qualifier events, something that was not previously available to FLL teams in our area. We
also held a scrimmage event with the Bolton FLL teams. Furthermore, we will be hosting an FLL qualifier
in Littleton next FLL season. We have been coordinating with the director of MA FLL and have booked
space at Russell Street School in Littleton for the event on December 8, 2018. We are also planning on
hosting a Jr. FLL exposition in our new workspace on April 7, 2018. We can host up to 40 Jr. FLL teams
for an expo, as our space is well equipped for an event like this.
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Summary of Future Team Plans
We plan to continue investing many resources into our FLL teams. We have developed a strong
connection between the two programs, making our FLL-to-FRC transition program extremely effective.
Our FLL students have gotten to know our FRC members well, and when to move to FRC, they will
already know how to work with the older FRC members effectively. Our goal is to continue growing this
program, document how we developed it in a how-to guide, and make it widely available in the FRC
community.
We also plan to keep working with organizations, such as C.Y.S.T.E.M, to help them further develop their
FLL programs. By making our “How to Start an FLL Program” guide more readily available, we can help
more organizations start FLL teams.
Next season, we will be hosting an FLL qualifier and Jr. FLL exposition as well. We believe that
successful implementation of these events will show the true impact of our team on the Littleton
community. Just 2 years ago, there were no FIRST events in Littleton, and in 2018, there will be 2
practice FLL events, a Jr. FLL expo, and an FLL qualifier!

Littleton FLL Team Overview
Team History
FRC 6328 established the Littleton FLL teams in May 2017,
following the completion of our rookie season in 2017. We had
high interest from the families in town, especially after our team
attended the World Championship in our rookie season.
During the summer of 2017, we held a FLL summer training
program for rising 6th-8th graders. We met weekly from June to
August and ended the summer program with a combined FRCFLL demo at Boston’s Greenfest. The summer program was
highly successful, and our students were excited to participate
in the Hydrodynamics season. We also developed a Mentor-inTraining (MIT) system for our FLL teams, where FRC student
members work closely with the FLL teams, and we
incorporated the FLL teams into many of our FRC outreach
events.
We had 3 FLL teams compete in the Hydrodynamics season. Our teams met 2-3 times per week, and
participated in our Practice Interviews Day, T-Hawk Test Drive at Algonquin High School, our Bolton-FLL
scrimmage, and the Westford qualifier. Our teams brought home 2 Programming awards, a 2nd place
Robot Performance award, and a 2nd place Champions award! Two of our three teams also qualified to
compete at the Massachusetts West State Championship, Robonautica.
We will be resuming the FLL program this May with preparations for our 2018 summer program. Many of
our FLL members will be attending our FRC District Events this season as well.
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Student Team Members
We have students in 6th-8th grades on our FLL teams. This season, we had an even distribution of 6th, 7th
and 8th graders, as seen in the chart below.

Grade Levels

6

7

8

Our team was 40% female and 60% male this season. We have observed that girls in middle school are
less intimidated by STEM and robotics than girls in high school. Our long-term plan is to get girls hooked
on FIRST and STEM in middle school, and support them as they move up to FRC directly from FLL. We
expect our FRC female-to-male ratio to increase in the future as a result.

Gender

40%

Female
Male

60%
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FLL students come from 4 different schools in Littleton and surrounding towns. This distribution is shown
in the table below.
School
Littleton Public Schools
Florence Sawyer School
Parker Charter School
Advanced Math and Science Academy

Town
Littleton
Bolton
Devens
Marlborough

Team Mentors
Our FLL teams are coached by three of our FRC mentors, and our FRC students serve as mentors-intraining for the teams. A weekly sign-up spreadsheet was sent to our FRC members so they could sign
up to mentor at the bi-weekly FLL meetings. We had FRC student members at all of our FLL meetings
and events, totaling nearly 400 man hours to mentoring this season, over 43 meetings and 5 events.

400 FLL
Mentoring Hours
43 Team Meetings
5 Competition
Events
6

Team Sponsors & Finances
The Littleton FLL team has 4 monetary sponsors, which are listed below.
Sponsor
Littleton STEM Educational Foundation
Littleton Middle School PTA
Barry Family
Abetz Family

Amount
$2500
$600
$40
$25

The teams also received in-kind donations this season. Since the FLL season occured before we moved
into our new workspace, Littleton Middle School graciously sponsored our teams with use of school space
for our meetings. Daryl Baker, a Littleton resident, also donated an NXT kit and guide books to our teams.
We instituted a $25 program fee for the summer session, and a $75 program fee for the Hydrodynamics
season. This brought in $1900 total.
Additionally, we hosted a carwash fundraiser with the FLL teams before their season started. This was a
fun way to bond and raised over $700 for the teams! A distribution of the FLL teams’ income this season
is shown below.
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Littleton FLL Income

Total: $5,765

LSEF

Program Fees

Carwash Fundraiser

LMS PTA

Barry Family

Abetz Family

We also tracked the teams’ expenses this season. Our largest expense category was LEGO robot parts.
We expect this to decrease in the next season now that we have purchased the bulk of the supplies.
Costs such as team registration, purchasing fields and project supplies will likely stay at similar values to
this year.

FLL Expenses
$2,723.34

$1,239.63

Robot Parts

Registration & Field

$219.29

$138.72

$95.59

Project Materials

Spirit Gear

Carts
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Littleton FLL Team Management
Summer Training Program
We host a summer FLL training program each summer for up to 25
students. It is a great way for students to gain skills before the
official season starts, as well as allow kids who may not be
available to participate in the competition season to get exposure to
LEGO robotics. This past summer, our teams met once a week for
2 hours at a time.
We split the students up into 4 teams over the summer. They were
tasked with building robots to play the 2016 game, Animal Allies. We also
incorporated hands-on water activities into the program as well to
introduce the concepts in Hydrodynamics. These included a simple
coagulation, flocculation and
sedimentation experiment using
food-grade alum, a water filter
design and prototype construction activity, as well as overviews of
water and wastewater treatment plants. At the end of the summer,
we took the teams to Boston’s Greenfest for a combined FRC-FLL
demo. The teams set up an FLL table, demoed their robots and set
up the same filter design and prototype construction activity we did
earlier in the summer.

Fall Competition Teams
We had 3 teams compete in the Hydrodynamics season, totaling 15 students. Keeping in the spirit of
Mechanical Advantage, our teams were named as follows:

30554

32514

32648

Powerful
Pulleys

Littleton
Levers

Mechanism
Madness
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We established leadership positions within the 3 FLL teams. The goals of the positions were to give the
teams more structure and help the students work more efficiently during team meetings. They are also a
stepping stone to leadership positions in FRC. If they gain leadership skills at a younger age, they will be
able to smoothly transition into FRC leadership roles. The structure of the roles is below.

Mechanical Leaders
(1-2 per team)

Programming Leaders
(1-2 per team)

FLL Team
Leadership
Roles
Project Leaders
(1-2 per team)

Core Values Leader
(1-2 per team)

All of our team members were placed in leadership roles. This enabled all our students to stay involved
and engaged at all team meetings and learn how to effectively work together to accomplish their tasks
and goals.
While participating in FLL, team members set goals, learned time management skills, and more
thoroughly understood how to work in a team. All of the core values, project, and robot work was split up
evenly among the members. Throughout meetings, mentors set broad goals the students were expected
to accomplish. Inside of these goals, each team narrowed them down to focus on their individual robot
needs. Some of the goals given included attaching a part to the robot, to finish a section of coding, and
putting together slideshows, models or other project materials. Taking these goals, each team figured out
what needed to be done and focused on accomplishing it. Mentors periodically checked in with teams to
help out, give advice, and supervise. All team members had to budget their time wisely to be able to
complete their given tasks. From this, students learned time management skills, and how to function more
efficiently under pressure. This helped during the competitions when students had to use their new
managing skills to complete matches in 2.5 minutes. During competition season, teams were given
checklists of things to complete. This also helped students learn how to become organized and work
efficiently to finish everything on their checklists. FRC students who mentored the program came out with
these skills as well. Their understandings of time management and goal accomplishing skills were
strengthened. Many students are looking forwards to mentoring again in the coming season.
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Our teams attended several practice events to prepare for the qualifier competition. The first event was
Practice Interviews Day, hosted by our FRC team. The following week, they went to the T-Hawk Test
Drive scrimmage hosted by FRC 1100. The last practice event was the Bolton-Littleton scrimmage, cohosted by our FRC team. These events helped prepare the teams for the qualifier by giving them
exposure to robot matches, the robot, project and core values interviews as well as example core values
challenges. Our teams attended the Westford Qualifier, and 2 of the teams qualified to participate in
Robonautica, the Massachsuetts West State Championship. FRC students were there at every step of
the way, whether it was to help host an event, mentor a team, or support teams at competitions.

Practice Interviews
Day

T-Hawk Test Drive

Westford Qualifier

Bolton-Littleton
Scrimmage

Robonautica
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Team Media
We also developed a media plan for our FLL teams. This involved multiple media types, including
newspaper articles, Littleton Cable TV and a season wrap video.

Media Type

Description

Littleton Cable TV (LCTV) FLL Segment
We had Bill Vales of LCTV come in to one
of the FLL meetings to do a segment on
our teams. His crew interviewed the 3
teams about their robots, projects and
working together on a team. Bill aired it on
his channel, “Fun With Science,” which
plays on Littleton Public TV. He also
posted it to his Youtube channel so anyone
can see it. It was a great way to get our
FLL members public speaking experience,
as well as spread awareness of the FLL
program.
Littleton Independent Article

The Littleton Independent newspaper
published an article about our FLL teams
following their incredible performance at
the Westford qualifier. This article was
featured on the front page and distributed
to all Littleton residents!

Season Wrap Video

At the end of the season, we created a
wrap video for the FLL teams. This
highlighted all the incredible work our
teams did, as well as all the fun and crazy
moments. It will also be an effective
recruiting tool in the spring. Instead of just
giving a spoken presentation about FLL,
we will be able to show them a fun and
engaging video that highlights the best
parts of the program.
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Team Impact/Outreach
Our team’s FLL outreach program is split into 4 main categories: starting new FLL teams, creating and
running FLL events, FRC & FLL joint outreach events and our FLL-to-FRC transition program. These are
all summarized below.

Starting New FLL Teams
In addition to starting the Littleton FLL teams, we have helped 4 other organizations start teams. To
simplify and structure the process for teams, we developed a “How to Start an FLL Program” guide. This
covers the basic structure of FLL, season overview, potential team structures, startup costs, ideas for
funding, coaching needs, sample meeting schedules and where to find additional resources. The groups
we worked with found this guide to be extremely helpful in streamlining the startup process. We have this
guide posted on our website and made it available at all of our outreach events this season.

Organization

Start-Up Details

Panineeya Mahavidyalaya Public School in
Hyderabad, India

One of our FRC team members, Sree, was going
to be spending the summer in India and had the
idea of starting up a Lego Robotics team while
she was there. Our team raised $1,500 to donate
an EV3 Core Set & Expansion set to kick-start
their teams. Sree met with the school’s
headmaster, who was thrilled to get this program
started, as they didn’t have anything like it at their
school. Sree gave a lesson to students at the
school on how to use the kit, as well as what
FIRST is all about and her experience on FRC
6328. We have checked in with the school
periodically and the
program is going strong!
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C.Y.S.T.E.M – City Youth Sports Training &
Education Movement

C.Y.S.T.E.M is a youth sports and training
organization based in Dorchester, MA. The goal of
the organization is to “prepare young student
athletes to excel in school, athletics and their
social lives.” The main way they have done this so
far is through sports teams and athletic training.
After talking with our team members at the Boston
Youth Expo, however, they decided that it would
be great to incorporate a hands-on STEM activity
like FLL as well. A few weeks later, we met with
their co-founder and instructors in Dorchester. We
had both FRC and FLL members at this meeting,
and we brainstormed the best ways for them to
structure their FLL teams. We also donated our
Animal Allies field from the summer program so
they could run an offseason training program, and
had our FLL students demo a sample Lego robot
they built. We remain in contact with the group
and will be helping them kickoff for the 2018 FLL
season.

Dorchester Sports Club

We met representatives from the Dorchester
Sports Club at Boston Youth Expo. Similar to
C.Y.S.T.E.M, they expressed interest in starting
FLL teams within their organization. We got in
touch after the event and gave them our how-to
guide for starting teams.

FTC Team 3737 – Hank’s Tanks

We met FTC Team 3737 out of Natick, MA at
RoboExpo. They saw our FLL teams demoing
their Hydrodynamics robots and approached our
team about how to start a multi-team FLL
program. We went over how we did it, as well as
the how-to guide. They are now in the process of
setting up teams for the 2018 season.
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FLL Events
We have also started new FLL events. A summary of these events is provided below.

Event

Description

Date

In our rookie year, we invited the 4
Bolton FLL teams in to practice
their project presentations before
their qualifier. Our FRC members
provided feedback to the teams on
their animal-themed projects and
asked them questions to prepare
for the judge Q&A during their
interviews. This event evolved into
our Practice Interviews Day, which
is described below.

November
12th, 2016

We hosted our first FLL Practice
Interviews Day this season. We
had our FRC members as well as
members from the rookie team we
are mentoring, 6812, serve as
robot and core values judges for
the day. We invited water experts
in from Littleton Water Department,
Roux Associates and the Charles
River Watershed Association to be
project judges for the day, since
the game was all about the human
water cycle. Having field experts
as judges allowed the teams to get
valuable feedback, as well as
share their team solution with
relevant parties. We had teams
from towns including Bolton,
Sharon and Lexington attend. We
plan to host this event at our
workspace next year and expand
our capacity to include more
teams.

October
28th, 2017

FLL Project Presentations Day

FLL Practice Interviews Day
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Bolton-Littleton Scrimmage

We co-hosted a joint scrimmage
with the Bolton and Littleton FLL
teams during the Hydrodynamics
season. The teams played practice
robot matches, and we also
planned a core values activity
where 1 Bolton team was paired
with 1 Littleton team. This event
was an effective way to introduce
the Bolton FLL members to FRC
students and helped make their
transition from FLL to FRC
smooth. We plan to continue cohosting this event with the Bolton
FLL teams each
year.

Jr. FLL Exposition

We will be hosting a Jr. FLL
Exposition at our workspace on
April 7, 2018. After talking with our
FRC Regional Director and the MA
Jr. FLL Director, we realized there
was a major need for more Jr. FLL
Expos in MA. Our workspace is
well equipped to host several
teams. We will be inviting in our
water experts from Practice
Interviews Day and other local
experts to be reviewers, as the
Aqua Adventures game is all about
water as well. We plan to make our
expo an annual event.
We were contacted by the MA FLL
Director this winter about hosting
an FLL qualifier in Littleton in 2018.
The MA FLL program is growing
rapidly, and there is a large need
for an additional qualifier in the
Littleton area. We were excited by
this opportunity to bring another
new FIRST event to Littleton, and
immediately agreed. We have
already worked with Littleton
Publics Schools to book the space
at Russell Street School in
December.

FLL Qualifier in Littleton
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November
18th, 2017

April 7th,
2018

December
8th, 2018

FRC and FLL Combined Outreach
As a part of our FLL-to-FRC transition program, we developed multiple FRC-FLL joint outreach events.
These types of events helped connect members from the two programs and gave our FLL members a
taste of what FRC is like. It was also a great opportunity to spread the FLL program, as attendees could
get a close-up look of what the field and robots are like.

Event

Description

Greenfest
We brought our FLL teams to Boston’s
Greenfest as a culminating event for the
summer program. The teams demoed their
Animal Allies robots and set up a DIY water
filter building station with soda bottles, sand,
gravel, granular activated carbon, cotton
balls and other materials. We demoed our
2017 FRC robot as well, creating a large
Littleton FRC & FLL display for the
thousands of attendees! It was a fun demo
and a great bonding experience for our FLL
and FRC teams. We plan to return next year!
RoboExpo
During the Hydrodynamics season, we
brought our FLL teams out to Pheasant Lane
Mall in Nashua for RoboExpo hosted by FRC
1058. Our teams set up a Hydrodynamics
field and demoed their robots for all the mallgoers that day. Our FLL members got to try
out driving and operating our 2017 robot as
well, getting them excited for FRC. We
ended the day with a fun FRC & FLL team
dinner at Red Robin.

Girl Scouts Robotics Badge Events

We incorporated FLL into our Girl Scouts
Robotics badge events as well. Our FLL
members set up a station with the
Hydrodynamics field and explained the
programming process with the girls. They
showed them how to plan out autonomous
code, and demoed missions they had
programmed. Our FLL members also
returned for the final session, where they
helped evaluate the robot the girls had
designed. We even developed a “How-To”
guide for setting up a similar program, so
more FRC teams can do this for their local
troops. We will be running this program with
the Westford Girl Scouts troops this spring
and plan to host again in Littleton this fall.
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Pasta Dinner – FLL & FRC Presentations
At our second-annual pasta dinner this fall,
we had members from our FLL teams give a
presentation about the FLL program and the
Hydrodynamics season. This was a great
opportunity for our FRC members show our
younger students the ropes when it comes to
giving presentations for large groups, as well
as for the teams to come together as one
cohesive Littleton Robotics unit!

Winter 2017 & Sponsors 2018 Open Houses
We hosted 2 open houses this season with
our FLL members: one after we set up in our
new work space, and one at the end of the
2018 build season for our sponsors. We had
our FLL members demo their
Hydrodynamics robots, and at the sponsors
open house the FLL members gave a
presentation about the program and their
season. Similar to the Pasta Dinner, these
events helped tie our FRC and FLL teams
together.
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FLL-to-FRC Transition Program
In an effort to streamline the progression from FLL to FRC, we developed a transition program for 8th
grade FLL members. Since we decided to open our FRC team to 8th graders this season, 8th grade FLL
members would be able to join the team right after the 2017 FLL season concluded. We held several
transition events for our 8th grader members from September – December. The transition program ended
with our first “Bucket Hat Ceremony,” where we gave graduating FLL members their FRC bucket hats to
welcome them to the team.
We started the program slowly, initially inviting the members to an information session. The scale of the
robots can be intimidating to younger kids, as they have no idea how a team could possibility construct a
robot of that complexity in 6 weeks! We made sure to start off slow and ramp up as build season got
closer, so all our students felt comfortable and were not intimidated by the program.
We opened up all of our FRC outreach events and offseason training meetings to the 8th grade FLL
members and let them dive in at whatever pace they chose. This flexibility in level of commitment worked
well, as some students were eager to get involved right away, while others wanted to test the waters first.
FRC outreach events that our FLL members attended included Trunk or Treat and our Best Buddies
STEM events.
A major event of our transition program was the offseason competition, River Rage. We invited our FLL
members to the event and had them try out drive team and pit crew roles with FRC members guiding
them through the process. The students had a blast at the event, and one FLL member even represented
our team during alliance selections! It was the moment many of the FLL members started to get hooked
on FRC.
The Bolton-Littleton scrimmage was an effective way to transition Bolton FLL members to FRC. Our FRC
members were referees for the day, so the Bolton members got to interact with them one-on-one. It also
created a friendly connection between the Bolton and Littleton FLL teams. 100% of the 8th grade
members on Bolton FLL joined our FRC team for the 2018 season.
The transition program was extremely effective in year 1 at helping students make the leap from FLL to
FRC. By creating an inviting and no-pressure environment, we allowed students to make the transition at
their own pace, and thus start on the FRC team with no hesitations or feelings of intimidation. We feel this
system will be an effective FLL-to-FRC feeder for year to come.

FLL-to-FRC Transition Program Process Flow

1

•Information
Sessions
•Outreach
Events
•Offseason
Training

2

•River Rage
Offseason
with FLL
•BoltonLittleton
Scrimmage
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3

•Final
offseason
meetings
•Transition to
FRC

FLL-to-FRC Transition Program Highlights

Bolton-Littleton
Scrimmage

River Rage

River Rage

Pasta Dinner

Bolton-Littleton
Scrimmage

River Rage

December 2017
Open House

1st Official Bucket
Hat Ceremony

Best Buddies
Outreach Event
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Future Plans
We plan to continue growing our FLL program as well as other FLL-specific outreach events. We
highlighted our main goals below.
Goal
Get C.Y.S.T.E.M FLL up and
running for 2018 season

Host FLL Qualifier

Time Frame
August 2018

December 8, 2018

Action Items
Meet with team in spring and
summer
Check in over email to make
sure team has necessary
resources
Establish planning committee for
event in June 2018
Assign core volunteer roles

Host Jr. FLL Expo

Set regular meeting schedule for
event planning
Recruit key volunteers to
organize event

April 7, 2018

Publicize event to Jr. FLL
community
Find opportunities for new FLL
teams/programs

Ongoing

Distribute “Starting an FLL
Guide” among FIRST and
Littleton community

Fall 2018

Grow FLL-to-FRC transition
program; develop how-to guide

Support cooperative programs
between FIRST and Girl Scouts

Organize reviewer volunteers
Attend community events
outside of Littleton to seek out
organizations interested in FLL
Post to FIRST forums and
websites
Distribute at competitions and
outreach events
Collect feedback from members
who participated last season for
what went well and what didn’t

Fall 2018

Work with next 8th grade class to
establish goals they have for
program
Host robotics badge event with
Westford Girl Scouts in Spring
2018

Ongoing

Repeat robotics badge event
with Littleton Girl Scouts in Fall
2018
Distribute How-To Guide for
hosting a Girl Scouts robotics
badge event to encourage other
FIRST teams to host their own
events
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Team Contact Information
General Contact Information
Website: littletonrobotics.org
Team Email: info@littletonrobotics.org
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/mechanical.advantage.littleton/
Twitter Handle: FRC6328
Instagram Handle: FRC6328

Main Contacts
Mentor Name: Deanna Clark
Title: Team Manager
Email: info@littletonrobotics.org
Team Meeting Information
Location: Littleton Robotics World HQ - 20 Harvard Road, Littleton, MA 01460

Sponsorship Information
Checks should be payable to: Littleton Robotics or use the Paypal button on our team website
Donations are tax-deductible (Tax ID number 81-3261821)
Mailing Address
Littleton Robotics
PO Box 291
Littleton, MA 01460
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